Note on two new Aghlabid lead seals of Muhammad II b. Ahmad  Tawf q Ibr h m

T

he previously known lead seals of the Aghlabids found in Sicily, very similar in typology to these two, are
relatively rare . The corpus of them is to date basically limited to those published by Balog (1979ª), De Luca
(2003d) and Ibrahim (2016). This short note includes what we think are two new ones of the above referred ruler. One
seal is of a previously published type that gives us a possible new date while the second, not dated, evidences a very
different content from all those previously published.
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“This is what has been ordered/ by the Emir Muhammad/ ibn Ahmad// in the year three/ and fifty/ and two hundred.”
This first seal (fig1) seems to be dated as of 253H, this reading is tentative as only the first two letters of the
assumed digit three
are visible. After close inspection we have concluded that the second letter is a lam as it
seems that it would have appeared as longer than the trace of the first letter had the seal been more corectly
centered.
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The second seal (fig.3) seems to be of a previously unpublished type:

20mm 11.32g

IIA

IA
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Note on two new Aghlabid lead seals of Muhammad II b. Ahmad  Tawf q Ibr h m
On the first area has an unreadable first line which could have been like in the first seal and others previously
published
“this is what has been ordered”. This hypothetical reading, it must be said, is purely speculative
as this line on the seal is illegible. The three lines under give the title of the said ruler and his name.
The second area to the left is not the date as in the first seal and all the other known such objects of this Aglabid ruler
or any other of this dynasty.
The first line of the IIA gives the name of an emir that is difficult to interpret from the epigraphy seen on the seal ؟.. . اعﯩ
The first trace could be any one of these letters
while the second letter could either a or a غ, all
with their possible alternative vowels, while after the ending alif there could have been more letters. With all these
variables of consonants, vowels, and the possible missing last letter(s) guessing a name is at the moment quite
impossible and we will have to wait for the appearance of a more complete seal. This name would not necessarily
have to be an Arabic one as this person, as the next line indicates, was a mawla and this category of dependent or
subordinate allegiance was usually selected out of the nonArab subjects, which in this case could have been that of
an influential or favored Sicilian subject. The word mawla on the seal is written as  الومwhich would normally be
written with an alif maqsura, as  ىلوم. He is as the rest of the text seems to indicate a mawla of the emir of the
“believers”
. This last word is incomplete, and is an educated guess, but no other reading would make
sense in this historical context .
The Aghlabids did not seem, up to date, to have put this title on the material evidence we have of them. On coinage it
never appears on their gold coinage and only appears on the very early silver coinage of the dynastic founder of the
dynasty, Ibrahim b. Aghlab 184196H (800811 C.E), were he is, with good foresight, taking sides in the Abbasid civil
war clearly in favor of AlMa`mun by naming this contender as “ibn amir al mu`minin” that is
.
With the above indicated reservations the tentative reading of this seal could translate as:
“(This is what has been ordered?)/ by the Emir Muhammad/ ibn Ahmad// (by way) of the emir “so & so”/ the mawla of
the emir/ of the believers.”
On the practical side both these seals, as evidenced by the orifices on their sides (fig 2, 4), had a wire through that
would have been used to seal some rigid container in which the message would safely be held until reception. These
two seals and the ones previously published would indicate the existence of a well organized Aghlabid barid, a postal
system, working effectively over land and sea.
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